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Modern Language Review, 102 (2007), 793–809
READING BETWEEN THE LINES:
‘. . . A IA MOLCHU’, AKHMATOVA’S
SILENT-SPEAKING ELEGY
The subject of this article stems from research conducted for a larger study of
Anna Akhmatova, which attempted to provide amore coherent framework than
formerly existed for understanding the di·erences between her early period and
her later one, the dividing-line being her long period of relative silence after
the uno¶cial ban of her work in 1925 until her ‘return’ to poetry in around
1936. In the poetry of the late 1930s onwards, there is a noticeable increase in
intertextual allusion, metapoetic themes, and ironic play with the ﬁgure of the
author.These features, among others, ofAkhmatova’s later poetry,most notably
ofPoema bez geroia and ‘Severnye elegii’, provide grounds for reading her work
in the light of apposite discourses about postmodernism. The appeal to postmo-
dernism, although the term in itself is not unproblematic, not least in relation
to Akhmatova, is advantageous in that it allows us to identify ways in which the
later period detaches itself from the earlier and to determine how Akhmatova
moves beyond modernism in some respects. This can reveal new dimensions
to familiar works and generate new readings of them, helping to elucidate the
shift that takes place in Akhmatova’s poetic system in the late 1930s.
My focus here is on one of the hitherto largely unexplored areas in which a
perceptible shift takes place in Akhmatova’s later period. I am concerned with
the spatial, visual dimension of her poetry: that is, with the ways in which she
draws attention to the aesthetics of the material text or uses space on the page as
a conceptual icon, as a means of graphically conveying ideas and amplifying the
discursive meaning. This involves making the distinction between the world
projected by the text and its discourse on the one hand, and the text’s existence
as a material object in the real world of experience, as print on paper, on the
other. First, the discussion will consider the role this visual dimension plays in
postmodernist poetics. It will then go on to give an account of visual features
of Akhmatova’s poetry, before focusing in some detail on the last, apparently
incomplete, elegy in Akhmatova’s cycle of ‘Severnye elegii’, ‘. . . A ia molchu’.
The ‘look’ of this elegy draws the reader’s attention to itself in various ways
and with di·erent e·ects. In general, Akhmatova gives her text a fragmentary,
unﬁnished appearance, drawing attention to spacing and the materiality of the
page by incorporating rows of dots, in order to provide a visual analogue for
the threatened status of her poetry and to reﬂect upon her own marginal status
in Soviet culture. Her use of elisions, truncation, and blank space on the page
in ‘. . . A ia molchu’ constitutes a particularly interesting instance of what
I should like to express my gratitude to the anonymous readers for their useful suggestions.
 The Poetry of Anna Akhmatova: Living in Di·erent Mirrors (London:Anthem, 2006).
 For previous considerationsof Akhmatova in the light of postmodernism,see SolomonVolkov,
St. Petersburg: A Cultural History, trans. by Antonina W. Bouis (New York: Free Press, 1995),
pp. 472–73; L. G. Kikhnei and O. R. Temirshina,‘Poema bez geroia Anny Akhmatovoi i poe-
tika postmodernizma’,Vestnik moskovskogo universiteta, 9th series, 3 (2002), 54–64 (p. 54); Mark
Lipovetsky and Naum Leiderman, Sovremennaia russkaia literatura, 3 vols (Moscow: Editorial
URSS, 2001), iii, 98.
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is actually a much broader concern with the aesthetics and materiality of the
literary work on Akhmatova’s part in her later period.
A useful theoretical starting-point for an examination of the elegy is pro-
vided by the construction of postmodernism advanced by Brian McHale. This
is one among many available constructions, but has been chosen strategically
here for the insights it o·ers into Akhmatova’s work. McHale’s broad thesis
about postmodernist ﬁction is that it ‘di·ers from modernist ﬁction just as a
poetics dominated by ontological issues di·ers from one dominated by episte-
mological issues’. In other words, postmodernist ﬁction is concerned primarily
with ontological issues, and it deploys strategies which engage and foreground
questions that bear either on the ontology of the world that the text projects or
on the ontology of the literary text itself, its mode of existence (p. 10). It is the
latter category that is of particular interest here. McHale devotes a section of his
study to what he calls ‘Worlds on Paper’, and examines various postmodernist
exploitations of typography and page layout (pp. 179–96). As he observes, to
think about a book in this way is to think ‘about its ontology, its modes of being,
in the plural’ (p. 180). More recently, McHale has turned his attention to long
postmodernist poems, ﬁnding that these make similar use of signifying blank
spaces and unusual spatial arrangements to draw attention to the materiality of
poetry itself. He has also written on postmodernist lyric, demonstrating that
it too frequently highlights the ontological ‘cut’ between the real world and the
world of the poem’s discourse as a means of bringing ontological organization
to the foreground. Among the strategies available to lyric for so doing are
those that provide a means of ‘laying bare’ its material and spatial plane, such
as concrete poetry and other related phenomena.upsilonaspertilde Other critics dealing with
postmodernist lyric concur that postmodernist poetry displays a concern with
disclosing the physicality of language and describing it as a material texture.
This concern with print, layout, and the physical page is not, of course, the
exclusive preserve of postmodernism, but can be seen rather as a development
and extension of the experimentation with the visual aesthetics of the literary
work that is apparent in the work of European modernist poets such as St‹ephane
Mallarm‹e or Guillaume Apollinaire, and which is particularly reminiscent of
Cubo-Futurism in the Russian context, from Vladimir Maiakovskii’s lesenka
to Vasilii Kamenskii’s ferroconcrete poetry. As Gerald Jane#cek indicates in his
study of Russian avant-garde visual experimentation, the roots of this phe-
nomenon pre-date modernism itself and lie ultimately in manuscript culture
(which existed in Russia well into the nineteenth century), the lubok, and ﬁgure
poetry (Simeon Polotskii).
 Brian McHale, Postmodernist Fiction (New York: Methuen, 1987), p. vii.
 Brian McHale, The Obligation toward the Di¶cult Whole: Postmodernist Long Poems (Tusca-
loosa: University of Alabama Press, 2004), pp. 251–53.
 Brian McHale, ‘Postmodernist Lyric and the Ontology of Poetry’, Poetics Today, 8 (1987),
19–44 (pp. 20, 24).
upsilonaspertilde ‘Postmodernist Lyric’, p. 27.
 James McCorkle, ‘The Inscription of Postmodernism in Poetry’, in International Postmoder-
nism: Theory and Literary Practice, ed. by Hanos Bertens and Douwe Fokkema (Amsterdam and
Philadelphia: Benjamins, 1997), pp. 43–50 (p. 43).
 Gerald Jane#cek,The Look of Russian Literature: Avant-Garde Visual Experiments, 1900–1930
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), pp. 6–10.
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Avant-garde experimentation with the concrete, visual features of poetry
could not develop naturally in the Soviet Union of the 1930s, when such ‘for-
malism’ was forbidden, but it was revived in the post-Stalinist period, and
forms part of Russian postmodernism’s engagement with the lost context of
early modernism.upsilonasperacute An interest in drawing the reader’s eye to the page and
presenting poetry as partly a visual experience is displayed by such diverse
modern and contemporary Russian poets as Andrei Voznesenskii, Viktor Sos-
nora, Dmitrii Prigov, Nina Iskrenko, Arkadii Dragomoshchenko, or Vsevolod
Nekrasov. The work of these poets frequently highlights, in various ways, the
ontological ‘cut’ between the world projected in the text and the real world in
which the text exists as object or artefact.
Experimentation of this kind is certainly not associated with Akhmatova,
and indeed in her early period she does not display any great concern with
the look of the text, or pay any special attention to the paratext. By paratext I
mean, following G‹erard Genette, any features of the text that present it and also
make it present: titles, subtitles, dedications, and so on. Or, to put it di·erently,
anything that surrounds a text and announces it as one.
 These paratexts form
a (potentially slippery) boundary between two distinct ontologies: the world
projected in the text, and the real world in which it is purchased and read.
This is not to say that Akhmatova was indi·erent to the messages conveyed
by the external appearance of her poetic collections. For Vecher, her ﬁrst col-
lection, in keeping with the Acmeist view of the poet as craftsman, Akhmatova
opted for a fairly conservative, unfussy look. The book contains an elegant
frontispiece by Evgenii Lansere and vignettes by A. Beloborodov, and includes
a preface by Mikhail Kuzmin. However, the function of these paratextual ele-
ments is conventional (they introduce a new poet making her debut), and the
boundaries between the text and the world beyond it are not overtly prob-
lematized or foregrounded. Akhmatova’s subsequent early collections are even
plainer in appearance and do not draw particular attention to themselves. All
this stands in marked contrast to the obsessive interest in the look of the mate-
rial book displayed by her Futurist contemporaries. Aleksei Kruchenykh and
Maiakovskii, for instance, published the ﬁrst editions of their work in litho-
graphic form, as handwritten text, making them look like manuscripts rather
than published books. Futurist collections typically blended text and image,
used unusual typographical layouts or styles, and were printed on unconven-
tional materials, such as coloured paper, or on very cheap paper, with badly
trimmed pages and poor-quality binding.
Similarly, Akhmatova does not appear to experiment with typography or lay-
out in her early period, and the space on the page is largely used conventionally,
as a traditional marker of poetry, to indicate line endings and stanza breaks.
As Joseph Brodsky remarked, the early Akhmatova was ‘blatantly non-avant-
upsilonasperacute SeeMark Lipovetsky,Russian PostmodernistFiction: Dialogue with Chaos, ed. by Eliot Boren-
stein (Armonk, NY, and London: Sharpe, 1999), pp. 7–8, on the post-Stalinist nostalgia for early
Russian modernism.

 G‹erard Genette,Paratexts: Thresholds of Interpretation, trans. by Jane E. Lewin, Literature,
Culture, Theory, 20 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997).
 Jane#cek, pp. 83, 70, 72.
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garde’. Or, at least, any avant-garde features of her poetry tend to be concealed
within compact, classical forms.
Although the look of the text does not impose itself with any force upon the
reader in Akhmatova’s early period, a number of poems do make explicit men-
tion of the physical page and the act of writing. The title of Akhmatova’s 1916
collection Belaia staia refers to the poems themselves, as one of its constituent
poems makes clear:
I stixov moix belay stay,
I ocej moix sinij po>ar.
In ‘Uedinenie’ of 1914, Akhmatova writes:
I nedopisannuq mnoj strani=u,
Bo>estvenno spokojna i legka,
Dopiwet Muzh smuglay ruka.
(i, 73)
This constitutes an example of the kind of ‘auto-meta-description’ (avtometa-
opisanie) described by Roman Timenchik: the text is self-referential, in that
it comments on its own creation. The expression and content planes of the
poem merge together: within the poem, the muse completes the poet’s text,
and this coincides with the end of the poem before us on the page. As Paul
M. Waszink points out, through the use of avtometaopisanie here, Akhmatova
seems ‘to “freeze” the reading process, making the text spatially determined by
doing so’.
Sometimes metrical e·ects have a slight impact on the visual dimension of
the poetry. The lyric ‘Ved' gde-to est' prostaia zhizn' i svet’, written during
the First World War, incorporates a truncated central stanza to underline the
discursive meaning of the text, which describes conversations that are inhibited
and broken o·:
Ved1 gde-to est1 prostay >izn1 i svet,
Prozracnhj, teplhj i veselhj . . .
Tam s devuwkoj cerez zabor sosed
Pod vecer govorit, i slhwat tol1ko pcelh
Ne>nejwuq iz vsex besed.
A mh >ivem tor>estvenno i trudno
I ctim obrydh nawix gor1kix vstrec,
Kogda s naletu veter bezrassudnhj
Cut1 nacatuq obrhvaet rec1,—
No ni na cto ne promenyem phwnhj
Granitnhj gorod slavh i bedh,
Wirokix rek siyq5ie l1dh,
 JosephBrodsky, ‘Introduction’, in AnnaAkhmatova,Poems, trans. byLyn Co¶n (NewYork:
Norton, 1983), pp. xiii–xxxi (p. xvi).
 Anna Akhmatova, Sochineniia, ed. by M. M. Kralin, 2 vols (Moscow: Pravda, 1990), i, 110.
All further references to Akhmatova’s poetry are to this edition, by volume and page number.
 R. D. Timenchik, ‘Avtometaopisanie u Akhmatovoi’,Russian Literature, 10–11 (1975), 173–
212.
 PaulM. Waszink, ‘Some Observations on Allegory in Akhmatova’sEarly Poetry’,Slavic and
East European Journal, 46 (2002), 743–61.
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Bessolnecnhe, mracnhe sadh
I golos Muzh ele slhwnhj.
(i, 89)
However, the reader may not even notice on a visual level that there are fewer
lines to this particular stanza than to the preceding and succeeding ones, and
the e·ect is primarily prosodic rather than aesthetic.upsilonaspertilde
A few early poems begin with ‘And’ or ‘But’, as though they are fragments
of a larger whole or continuations of a monologue or train of thought. Only
rarely is this e·ect reinforced by Akhmatova’s use of punctuation (the elision
or mnogotochie), but there are a few examples, among them the following:
. . . A tam moj mramornhj dvojnik
. . . I na stupen1ki vstretit1
. . . I kto-to, vo mrake derev nezrimhj
There is nothing unconventional about this use of punctuation, and indeed, in
all these cases punctuation is deployed in the service of an epistemological, not
ontological, concern: namely, to convey the speaker’s psychological processes
and the movement of her consciousness. It is not designed to bring to the
foreground the materiality of the poetry in any sustained way, even if it does
reveal an underlying degree of spatial determination.
There is only really one notable example of an early poem that highlights the
status of the poetry as amade thing andmaterial object, and that is Akhmatova’s
acrostic of 1916, in which the ﬁrst letters of the lines spell out the name ‘Boris
Anrep’:
Bhvalo, y s utra molcu
O tom, cto son mne pel.
Rumynoj roze i lucu
I mne— odin udel.
S pokathx gor polzut snega,
A y belej, cem sneg,
No sladko snytsy berega
Razlivnhx mutnhx rek.
Elovoj ro5i sve>ij wum
Pokojnee rassvetnhx dum.
However, in this isolated example ofAkhmatova’s playwith the text at amaterial
level, the acrostic is not ﬂagged up by typography, and easily passes unnoticed
by the reader.
These examples from the early period, even when taken together, do not
amount to evidence of any real interest in the ‘look’ of her poetry on Akhma-
tova’s part. Yet, when set against the context of the later period, they gain
importance as embryonic and latent examples of a conscious concern with the
material space of the page that can be seen to emerge more clearly in the later
poems, from about 1936 onwards.
upsilonaspertilde This constitutes another example of avtometaopisanie, as the reality of the text coincides
with the reality of the world represented within it. See also Waszink on the role of the dash in
Akhmatova’s early poetry.
 ‘V Tsarskom Sele’, i, 26; i, 49; ‘Otryvok’, i, 51.
 ‘Pesenka’, i, 142.
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The second and third poems of the central lyrical sequence in Rekviem are
good examples of this:
ii
Tixo l1etsy tixij Don,
<elthj mesy= vxodit v dom.
Vxodit v wapke nabekren1—
Vidit >elthj mesy= ten1.
2ta >en5ina bol1na,
2ta >en5ina odna,
Mu> v mogile, shn v tqr1me,
Pomolites1 obo mne.
iii
Net, 3to ne y, 3to kto-to drugoj stradaet.
Y bh tak ne mogla, a to, cto slucilos1,
Pust1 cernhe sukna pokroqt,
I pust1 unesut Fonari.
Noc1.
(i, 198)
These lyrics are short and fragmentary. On the one hand, the pared-down
quality of the verse is an epistemological strategy, which mirrors the speaker’s
shocked state and her di¶culty in articulating her experience. The second poem
in particular seems to reﬂect in formal terms the disintegration of personality
that Rekviem documents. However, these poems also gesture towards ontolo-
gical issues—the reader becomes aware of the blank space on the page that lies
between the lines and surrounds these poems. The truncated ﬁnal line of the
second poem in particular seems to fade away into the blank space of the page,
so that the visual appearance of the poetry acts as a kind of objective correlative
for the di¶culty in conveying extreme experience and for the breakdown of
personality described. The black print of the isolated word ‘Noch'’ stands out
against the white of the page, acting as a conceptual icon for nothingness,
oblivion, and silence.
The metapoetic theme of the destruction of poetry in Akhmatova’s later
period, which arises from her historical situation and the realities of literary
life under Stalin, leads to increased reference to the physical existence of the
poetry and to a more sustained consideration of its material mode of existence
as print on a page. Mark Lipovetsky describes an important distinction between
Russian and Western postmodernist ﬁction that is of relevance here (and he is
not alone in making this point):
The fundamental issues forWesternpost-modernism are the blurring of the boundaries
between centre and periphery, the decentralisation of consciousness (expressed in the
concept of the ‘death of the author’), and the fragmentation of the modernist model and
its pathos of the creative subject’s freedom. Yet Russian postmodernism arises from
the search for an answer to a diametrically opposed problem: cultural fragmentation
and disintegration, together with the literal (rather than metaphysical) ‘death of the
author’.upsilonasperacute
upsilonasperacute ‘On the Nature of Russian Post-Modernism’, in Twentieth-Century Russian Literature: Se-
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Wemight also extend this to include the Derridean concept of the ‘death of the
book’.

In her later, metapoetic poetry, Akhmatova frequently draws attention to
the fragility of her poetry’s material existence and thus directs the reader’s
attention to its ontology, its modes of being in the world. For instance, the early
image of the white ﬂock becomes a burnt ﬂock in the lyric entitled ‘Ty vydumal
menia’:
V tot navsegda opustowennhj dom,
Otkuda uneslas1 stixov so>>ennhx stay.
Akhmatova repeatedly draws our attention in this way to the division between
the two ontologies of the world of the text, its discourse, and the real world in
which it leads its precarious material existence. The poetry is often presented
as without a physical existence, and its ontological status is therefore made
paradoxical or unclear. For example, the poems of one cycle, ‘Shipovnik tsvetet’
are designated in a subtitle as deriving ‘Iz sozhzhennoi tetradi’, yet they have
somehow survived, to appear upon the page in front of us. The reader might
assume that the poems have been memorized and copied out, but for the fact
that in one of the cycle’s constituent lyrics, ‘Son’, the speaker claims:
I vot piwu, kak pre>de bez pomarok,
Moi stixi v so>>ennuq tetrad1.
(i, 271)
Given that the verb szhech ′means to burn up completely, to cremate, we are
forced to accept the paradox of the speaker inscribing her poetry into a notebook
which has been completely destroyed by ﬁre.
Another poem underlines the contrast between her early, published collec-
tions, with their legitimate place on the bookshelf, and her threatened later
production. The former lead a material existence, whereas the latter ﬂies o· as
a disembodied voice:
U>e krasuetsy na kni>noj polke
Tvoy blagopolucnay sestra,
A nad toboq zvezdnhx staj oskolki
I pod toboq ugol1ki kostra.
Kak th molila, kak th >it1 xotela,
Kak th boylas1 edkogo ogny!
No vdrug tvoe zatrepetalo telo,
A golos, uletay, klyl meny.
I srazu vse zawelesteli sosnh
I otrazilis1 v nedrax lunnhx vod.
A vkrug kostra svy5ennejwie vesnh
U>e veli nadgrobnhj xorovod.
(i, 269)
lected Papers from the Fifth World Congress of Central and East European Studies, ed. by Karen L.
Ryan and Barry P. Scherr (London: Macmillan, 2000), pp. 319–38 (pp. 321–22). See also Clare
Cavanagh, ‘The Death of the Book ›a la russe: The Acmeists under Stalin’, Slavic Review, 55
(1996), 125–35 (p. 127).

 See Cavanagh, pp. 125–27.
 ‘Shipovnik tsvetet’, i, 272.
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In her own version of Bulgakov’s ‘Manuscripts don’t burn’, Akhmatova in-
dicates that the burning of the notebooks paradoxically ensures the poetry’s
survival and provides a guarantee of immortality.
In the poems mentioned above, the metapoetic theme bears upon the onto-
logy, or mode of existence, of the text, but without underlining the discursive
meaning visually. InPoema, however, Akhmatova pays unprecedented attention
to the visual dimension and to the aesthetics of the text. The look of the poetry
is immediately striking, and quite unlike Akhmatova’s customary conservative
and traditional layout:
Y za>gla zavetnhe sveci,
Ctobh 3tot svetilsy vecer,
I c toboj, ko mne ne priwedwim,
Sorok pervhj vstrecaq god.
No . . .
Gospodnyy sila s nami!
V xrustale utonulo plamy
‹I vino, kak otrava, >>et›.
(i, 322–23)
This arrangement is clearly reminiscent of the practice of creating stepped lines
(ﬁrst employed by Andrei Belyi, and then developed by Maiakovskii). Akhma-
tova’s lesenka is generally used rather di·erently from its use by either of these
authors, and merits a separate study of its own. Akhmatova employs her own
version of the lesenka primarily in order to announce the text’s a¶nity with Fu-
turism and as a form of structural quotation of the avant-garde. This forms
part of a conscious demonstration and development of Silver Age poetics in Po-
ema, which sounds and appears at times like a strange, anachronistic throwback
to the 1910s. The use of stepped lines suggests that Akhmatova wants the text
not only to sound but also to look reminiscent of early Russian modernism.
This is in itself a postmodernist move: Akhmatova revives modernism, but at
the same time she stands at a distance from it and subjects it to considerable
irony.
Broadly speaking, time is spatialized in Poema, in which the speaker looks at
the past from the height of a tower (‘kak s bashni na vse gliazhu’) and descends
into its dark vaults (‘pod temnye svody skhozhu’), and the choice of stepped
layout emphasizes this at a visual level (i, 322).
Although there are di·erences between Belyi’s and Maiakovskii’s unortho-
dox layouts, in both the visual devices are signs that guide performance. The
reader is forced from the outset to notice the unconventional arrangement of
the poetry, which acts in conjunction with the discursive level. In his prose,
Belyi’s layout is used for visual impact, for emphasis, at dramatic moments, and
to signal shifts to another consciousness. In his poetry, he employs a column
layout (stolbik), by breaking lines into pieces and arranging them vertically.
 See Dubravka Orai‹c Toli‹c, ‘Avangard i postmodern’, Russian Literature, 36 (1994), 95–114
(p. 102).
 See my article ‘Chaosmos: Observations on the Stanza Form of Anna Akhmatova’s Poem
without a Hero’, forthcoming in Slavonica, 13 (2007), on Akhmatova’s revival of Silver Age
modernism at the prosodic level of the text.
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This arrangement is often in conﬂict with the metre, and serves to highlight
certain words for emphasis. Maiakovskii’s stepped layout has various func-
tions: it sets o· some words for special emphasis, delineates internal rhyme and
other sound repetitions, intensiﬁes pauses, and automatically slows recitation.
Akhmatova’s layout is used for the latter purpose upon occasion:
Po3tam
Voob5e ne pristali grexi.
Ili stinut1! . .
Da cto tam!
Pro 3to
Lucwe ix rasskazali stixi.
(i, 325)
As if to acknowledge her engagement with avant-garde visual experimentation,
Akhmatova’s words ‘Pro eto’ here are an allusion to Maiakovskii’s long poem
of that title, in which he invented his stepped layout.upsilonaspertilde
Like her avant-garde contemporaries of the 1910s, Akhmatova now draws
attention to the physicality of the page and focuses the reader’s attention on the
text as object, revealing it to be aworld on paper. She thus implicitly encourages
the reader to reﬂect upon the ontology of the text, on its modes of being in the
world, and on its status as a created, material object. Various strategies are used
to this end. For instance:
B Zvuk wagov tex, kotorhx netu,
E Po siyq5emu parketu,
L I sigarh sinij dhmok.
H I vo vsex zerkalax otrazilsy
J Celovek, cto ne poyvilsy
I proniknut1 v tot zal ne mog.
Z On ne lucwe drugix i ne xu>e,
A No ne veet Letejskoj stu>ej,
L I v ruke ego teplota.
Gost1 iz Budu5ego!—Neu>eli
On pridet ko mne v samom dele,
Povernuv nalevo s mosta?
(i, 324–25)
The vertically aligned capital letters displayed in the margin disrupt a sequen-
tial reading and emphasize the ontological cut between the world projected by
the text and the world in which an author creates it and makes decisions about
how to order it, arrange it, and present it.
Akhmatova includes further play with typography in Poema, in particular
through the use of italics (as above) and capital letters. These contribute to
and underline the discursive meaning. Italics seem most often to introduce a
voice situated at a di·erent narrative or temporal level from the un-italicized
sections:
(Skol1ko gibelej wlo k po3tu,
Gluphj mal1cik: on vhbral 3tu,—
 On Belyi, see Jane#cek, pp. 25–67.
 See Jane#cek, pp. 227–36, on Maiakovskii’s lesenka.
upsilonaspertilde See Jane#cek, p. 222, on Pro eto.
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Pervhx on ne sterpel obid,
On ne znal, na kakom poroge
On stoit i kakoj dorogi
Pered nim otkroetsy vid . . .)
(i, 334)
Capitals function similarly, but they also have the e·ect of suggesting a shout
or perhaps an echo. They thereby contribute to the sense of the speaker having
descended into the dark vaults of the past.
The interest in the materiality of the text extends, in Akhmatova’s later
period, to a new consideration by her of the paratexts of her poetry. Her long
works Rekviem and Poema bez geroia are both paratextually overladen. They
are each surrounded and supported by material which mediates between the
text and the real world beyond it, raising classic postmodernist issues such as
the relationship between centre and periphery and giving a great deal of scope
for play with the ﬁgure of the author. Both poems have a rather grandiose,
imposing appearance as a result of all this paratextual paraphernalia.
In Rekviem, in terms of textual space, the frame (comprising a foreword,
epigraph, introduction, dedication, and two epilogues) accounts for almost
half the sequence. Although ultimately the paratext of Rekviem works to some
extent to unify the text and to recentre the disintegrating lyrical ‘I’ of the
central sequence, the very fact that such an extensive paratext is required for
this purpose provides strong evidence of the text’s centrifugal properties.
In the case of Poema, there is an even greater proliferation of paratextual
elements: titles, subtitles, various epigraphs, prose introductions, dedications,
two epilogues (one of which appears in the middle of the text and the other,
more conventionally, at the end). Akhmatova also employs footnotes, which
disrupt a linear reading and introduce a discourse at one remove from the
world projected in the text. Here, the paratextual elements manifestly do not
succeed in unifying the text at all, however. Rather, they add to the impression
of amorphousness and contribute to the poem’s tendency to spill over its own
boundaries.
In the end, despite all the attention given to the presentation of Poema as a
literary work complete with title, epilogues, footnotes, and so on, Akhmatova
repeatedly emphasizes its improvised, unﬁnished quality. She writes:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . a tak kak mne bumagi ne xvatilo,
Y na tvoem piwu cernovike.
(i, 320)
This is an obvious metaphor for intertextuality on the one hand, but on the
other, it draws attention to the text’s improvised, draft-like features and to
the particular mode of its existence, as words on paper. Here the row of dots
suggests an absence, a missing or torn page. Akhmatova uses the technique of
starting with ‘And’ or ‘But’ that is familiar from her early work, but now she
conveys the idea that this is a fragment from a larger whole both at the level of
discursive meaning and by more noticeable visual means.
The mention of ‘your rough draft’ is an allusion to Osip Mandel'shtam and
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his essay of 1933, ‘Razgovor o Dante’, in which he observes that just because
the drafts of the Divine Comedy have not come down to us, we should not
assume that there were no ink-stained manuscripts, or that the text somehow
appeared fully grown. However, Mandel'shtam continues, the lack of the drafts
has played a ‘dirty trick’ on us, so that people talk and write of Dante as though
he had expressed his thoughts directly on ‘o¶cial paper’, thereby subordinating
the process of creation to the ﬁnished product. Mandel'shtam goes on to assert
that the rough draft is never destroyed, in that there are no ready-made things
in poetry, and claims that the safety of the rough draft is the statute ensuring the
preservation of the power behind the literary work. This is essentially Man-
del'shtam’s (much earlier) version of Bulgakov’s maxim ‘Manuscripts don’t
burn’.
Akhmatova builds upon this idea of the rough draft in Poema, where she
introduces the concept of the ‘main text’ (osnovnoi tekst) and uses her footnotes
to draw the reader’s attention, apparently gratuitously, to earlier versions and
variants. In other words, she quite deliberately shifts the focus of attention
on to the process of creation rather than on to the text as a ﬁnished pro-
duct. It is worth noting that Lipovetsky regards this kind of emphasis on the
unﬁnishedness and unﬁnishability of the creative process as a hallmark of post-
modernism. Akhmatova’s poem is consciously given the appearance of a work
still in progress, in which authorial decisions about what to include or exclude
have yet to be ﬁnally made. She made sure that there was a large number of
manuscript versions of Poema in circulation and authorized, without close ex-
amination, many of these, so that according to some estimates it exists in over a
hundred di·erent versions. As though in response toMandel'shtam’s assertion
that rough drafts are never destroyed, Akhmatova’s text is presented as rough
draft without a ﬁnal, o¶cial version.
The incomplete quality of the poem is also reinforced by the absence from
the main text of certain stanzas with sensitive political content. This absence
is signalled by rows of ellipses that serve to turn these missing parts of the text
into an icon. Their absence is not concealed, but is advertised to the reader,
visually by means of blank sections, and textually by a footnote which refers
the reader to Pushkin’s missing stanzas in Evgenii Onegin, these being stanzas
that Pushkin claimed he could not and did not wish to publish. In Akhmatova’s
poem, the blank spaces provide a new means of conveying meaning at the
material level of the text: the visual indicator of absence allows Akhmatova to
hint at censorship and to comment wordlessly upon the threatened status of her
poetry, and thereby to gesture silently, via the authority of Pushkin, towards
how o¶cial culture would respond to her work.
All of the above has a bearing on ‘. . . A ia molchu’, upon which Akhmatova
worked between 1958 and 1964. The poem was to be the last in the cycle of
‘Severnye elegii’, begun in 1940, like Poema. There is no ﬁnal version of this
poem, either. It exists in a large number of manuscript versions in Akhmatova’s
 ‘Conversation about Dante’, in Osip Mandelstam, The Collected Critical Prose and Letters,
ed. by JaneGaryHarris, trans. by JaneGaryHarris andConstanceLink (London:CollinsHarvill,
1991), pp. 397–442 (pp. 415–16).
 Russian Postmodernist Fiction, pp. 21–23.
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notebooks, all of them looking incomplete and exhibiting draft-like qualities
(‘vse eti redaktsii i varianty nosiat chernovoi kharakter’ (i, 419)). Akhmatova
observed that the elegy was thought through to the end (‘dodumano do kontsa’),
but that, ‘as always’, something was noted down, something lost, something
forgotten, something remembered (i, 418).The implication is that thepoemwas
composed, lost or destroyed, and then Akhmatova tried to reconstruct it from
memory. This has led editors to consider it to be ‘unﬁnished’; however, in the
light ofPoema, Mandel'shtam’s rough drafts, and in view of the poem’s subject-
matter—the poet’s silence—this ﬁnal ‘look’ may be cultivated and deliberate,
even if it was originally the product of the inimical circumstances in which
Akhmatova was writing. The draft-like appearance certainly contributes to,
rather than detracts from, the reader’s understanding. The blank spaces form a
kind of visual commentary on, or sign for, the lost and forgotten passages, but
they also act as an e·ective vehicle for expression in their own right.
The poem, in its most complete variant, reads:
. . . A y molcu— y trid=at1 let molcu.
Molcanie arkticeskimi l1dami
Stoit vokrug besscetnhmi nocami,
Ono idet gasit1 moq svecu.
Tak mertvhe molcat, no to ponytno 5
I menee u>asno . . . . . . . . . . .
Moe molcan1e slhwitsy povsqdu,
Ono sudebnhj napolnyet zal,
I samhj gul molvh perekricat1
Ono moglo bh, i podobno cudu 10
Ono na vse kladet svoq pecat1.
Ono vo vsem ucastvuet, o Bo>e!
Kto mog pridumat1 mne takuq rol1?
Stat1 na kogo-nibud1 cut1-cut1 poxo>ej,
O Gospodi!—mne xot1 na mig pozvol1. 15
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I razve y ne vhpila =ikutu,
Tak pocemu >e y ne umerla
Kak sleduet— v tu samuq minutu?
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
Net, ne tomu, kto i5et 3ti knigi,
Kto ix ukral, kto da>e pereplel,
Kto nosit ix, kak tajnhe verigi,
Kto naizust1 zapomnil ka>dhj slog
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Net, ne k tomu letit moe mectan1e,
I ne tomu otdam y blagodat1,
A liw1 tomu, kto smel moe molcan1e
Na styge ocevidnom— napisat1,
I kto s nim >il, i kto v nego poveril, 30
Kto bezdnu tu kromewnuq izmeril
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Moe molcan1e v muzhke i pesne
I v c1ej-to omerzitel1noj lqbvi,
V razlukax, v knigax . . . 35
V tom, cto neizvestnej
Vsego na svete. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Y i sama ego podcas pugaqs1,
Kogda ono vsej ty>est1q svoej 40
Tesnit meny, dhwa i nadvigays1.
Za5ith net, net nicego— skorej.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kto znaet, kak ono okamenelo,
Kak vh>glo serd=e i kakim ognem, 45
Podumaew1! Komu kakoe delo,
Vsem tak uqtno i privhcno v nem.
Ego so mnoj delit1 soglasnh vse vh,
No vse-taki ono vsegda moe
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
Ono moq pocti so>ralo duwu,
Ono moq uroduet sud1bu,
No y ego kogda-nibud1 naruwu,
Ctob smert1 pozvat1 k pozornomu stolbu.
(i, 265–66)
The opening of the elegy presents a poet forced into silence; the reference
to thirty years (l. 1), interpreted biographically, takes us back roughly to the
ﬁrst uno¶cial ban of Akhmatova’s work, in 1925. This silence is described
in negative terms; it is enforced and unnatural, thrusting the poet into an
unnatural role (‘Kto mog pridumat' mne takuiu rol'’, l. 13) and distorting her
fate (‘Ono moiu uroduet sud'bu’, l. 52). Here, as elsewhere in the cycle of
elegies, Akhmatova draws upon Romantic ideas of an inauthentic self or role.
Her diction in lines 13–15 of the elegy is particularly reminiscent of Boris
Pasternak’s lyric ‘Gamlet’, for instance, which centres on these themes.
The silence depicted is not an empty one: it is an active force (‘idet gasit' moiu
svechu’, l. 4), a claustrophobic weight (‘tesnit menia’, l. 41), an all-pervasive
presence (‘vo vsem uchastvuet’, l. 12). Paradoxically, it is a deafening silence—it
resounds everywhere—it is louder than the roar of rumour, it ﬁlls a courtroom.
Akhmatova’s elegy, inpresentinguswith a speaking silence, draws uponother
classic Romantic themes, this time relating to the impossibility of expressing
oneself adequately or being fully understood. W. David Shaw observes that in
Romantic elegies
Silence and reserve are more than a stylish aesthetic of despair. As for Augustine, time
moves toward eternity the way each syllable in their sentencesmoves towards the silence
of the period at the end.We have to linger over the dashes and caesuras, over the periods
and ellipses, listening there for meanings that are otherwise inaudible.upsilonasperacute
He goes on to note that ‘the paradox of the unspeakable is a form of irony, a
way of speaking without saying anything’ and that, given the Romantic under-
standing that we can know the truth but never speak it, ‘an elegy should be one
part speech to three parts silence’.

Akhmatova’s elegy has a strongly Romantic vein in this regard, but dif-
fers in key respects from Romantic elegy. The main di·erence for her is that
upsilonasperacute Elegy and Paradox: Testing the Conventions (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity Press, 1994), p. 103.

 Shaw, p. 105.
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the problem is now twofold—not only is a thought once spoken a lie, but the
poet is not allowed to speak on certain taboo themes. Silence is turned into
a necessary means of expression, the only viable alternative to capitulating to
o¶cial prescriptions for literature. As Victor Erlich observes:
It is [. . .] most conspicuously and massively in Stalin’s Russia, that the poet was
confrontedwith a terrible choicebetween silence, if not actual annihilation, and spiritual
betrayal.
We might think here too of Isaak Babel, and his declaration of himself at the
First Congress of Soviet Writers in 1934 as master of a ‘new genre of silence’.
The speaker of Akhmatova’s elegy is depicted on trial, perhaps in front of
the Writers’ Tribunal: Akhmatova referred to this poem as ‘Posledniaia rech'
podsudimoi’ (i, 419). The reference to drinking hemlock (l. 17) also relates to
the idea of the writer on trial, since it is an allusion to Socrates, tried for refusing
to acknowledge the gods recognized by the state and for corrupting the youth
(all of which has manifest correspondences to Akhmatova’s situation).
It is possible to identify various subdivisions or types of silence in Akhma-
tova’s elegy.Theﬁrst of these is the kind of silence discussed above, ‘pragmatic
silence’: that is to say, the silence that results from having been silenced, having
one’s discourse prevented—the silence of political repression.
The second form of silence we encounter is a ‘semantic silence’: this cor-
responds simply to absence of speech, elision, pauses, gaps, and lapses. This
is a recurrent feature of this elegy, in which lines are truncated or apparently
missing, lending the discourse a fragmentary and disjointed quality. For in-
stance, after the mention of the reader who has memorized every syllable in
line 24 (‘naizust' zapomnil kazhdyi slog’), the discourse breaks o· and resumes
again, like a train of thought interrupted and then picked up. The whole text
gives the impression of a voice struggling to speak, fading in and out of earshot.
The central paradox is that if the poet is silent, how can we be listening to her
voice?
This ‘semantic silence’ blurs in Akhmatova’s poem into ‘aesthetic silence’—a
deliberate refusal to speak or else recoil from the unspeakable, again reminiscent
of Romanticism but also of Theodor Adorno’s famous remarks about poetry
after Auschwitz. There are various examples of this silence in the text. The
ﬁrst point at which the poet falls silent is in line 6, after the statement that
the silence of the dead is less frightening. The blank spaces which follow al-
low us to ﬁnish the thought for ourselves: the silencing of the living is more
disturbing than the silence of the grave. The gaps and hesitations force us to
listen in for inaudible meanings. Another moment of aesthetic silence occurs
with the cryptic mention in line 36 of ‘that which is least known in the world’
 The Double Image: Concepts of the Poet in Slavic Literatures (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1964), p. 15.
 I am grateful to John Wa‹s for pointing out that Socrates himself is a ‘silent author’. He did
not write a single work, and all our knowledge of his thought derives from Plato and others who
heard him speak.
 I have adapted these from McHale, The Obligation toward the Di¶cult Whole, p. 246. He in
turn acknowledgesRobin Lako·, ‘Cries and Whispers: The Shattering of the Silence’, in Gender
Articulated: Language and the Socially Constructed Self , ed. by Kira Hall and Mary Buckholtz
(New York: Routledge, 1995), pp. 25–50.
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(note here also the indentations and change in layout, for emphasis). The poet
falls silent again, leaving us to speculate as to what this reference to the ‘least
known’ thing might intimate. All the dotted lines (ottochie) indicating miss-
ing lines occur at key points in semantic terms, and gesture towards hidden
meanings.
Akhmatova’s elegy, in enacting silence by incorporating rows of dots, gra-
phically illustrates her theme. The poem is all the more e·ective for its elisions
and visual gestures towards the unsayable and unutterable. The dotted lines
occur at key points, visually portraying the silence that is the subject-matter,
amplifying and extending meaning. In line 31, which describes the abyss, the
gap that follows is a graphic sign of emptiness and bottomlessness. In line
42, which ends with the words ‘net nichego — skorei’, the blank space acts
as a visual analogue for the nothingness that is described in the poetry. In
short, typography and white space function as ‘conceptual icons’ which serve
to capture the unutterable, in the various senses of the things the poet refuses
to say, the things that are not allowed to be said, and the things that cannot be
described. The silence of the represented world becomes visible on the plane
of expression, so that the text comments graphically on its own creation. This
is a much more developed and extended manifestation of avtometaopisanie than
is to be found in the early period.
As Shaw remarks in his study of elegy, ‘when elegies aspire to silence, they
aspire to the integrity of a blank page or void’ (p. 133). Postmodernist poetry, in
McHale’s understanding, takes this desire literally, so that its sites of fracture
and breakdown are visible. Postmodernist poetry is frequently presented as a
‘poetry under erasure’, which we see being subjected to a kind of ‘dematerial-
ization’. For this reason, postmodernist poems often include ‘lost’ and ‘missing’
passages.
One of the key features that distinguishes this elegy from its companion
pieces in the cycle of Northern Elegies is the fact that it is rhymed. The others
are all composed in blank verse. However, no consistent scheme emerges from
the incomplete text, and the poem divides into irregular-sized sections. None
the less, the phonic qualities of the text assist the reader in trying to read
between the lines and listen for inaudible meanings. For instance, here, ‘slog’
(l. 24) immediately suggests the rhyme ‘zheg’, which reminds us again of the
conditions in which Akhmatova was writing. It hints at her practice of giving
someone lines on a piece of paper to memorize by heart, the paper copy of
which was then burnt over an ashtray. We are prompted to consider the mode
of being of texts in Stalinist Russia, and to reﬂect upon the literal—rather than
metaphorical—death of the book or of the author.
The material text and its ontology are a central theme of the elegy. Various
features of the poem draw an implicit or explicit contrast between the unprinted
and the printed word, between silence and the published text. The black and
white imagery of the ice and night indirectly suggests the black and white of
print on a page, as well as conveying emptiness and silence. The speaker also
claims in line 11 that the stamp of her silence is on everything—this is surely
 McHale, The Obligation toward the Di¶cult Whole, pp. 251–52.
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wordplay, pechat ′meaning stamp, but also signifying printing, type, the press.
In line 29 the speaker claims that her silence can be written on a banner. It has a
paradoxical materiality of its own—the silence somehow is the text, the carrier
of meaning.
Lines 21–31 are di¶cult to interpret, but it may be that here Akhmatova
contrasts her current silence with the period of her early fame. She writes cryp-
tically of the one who searches for books, who even bound them—this indicates
texts with a material existence, perhaps her own early collections. She describes
these negatively: they can be stolen and they can imprison the reader. Of course,
the mention of a reader who has learnt them by heart suggests another inter-
pretation. Rekviem was memorized by trusted readers, and was also ‘stolen’,
being published abroad (in Munich in 1963) without Akhmatova’s permission.
Rather than praising this reader who memorizes her poetry, therefore, Akhma-
tova’s speaker admires the one who acknowledges her silence, and who believes
in it. Unlike the texts that can be stolen and taken possession of by others, this
silence belongs to her (she says, ‘vsegda moe’, l. 49) and cannot be wrongly
appropriated. The reference in line 11 to the ‘stamp’ of the speaker’s silence
also recalls the expression ‘Na moikh ustakh pechat' molchaniia’, meaning ‘My
lips are sealed’, raising the idea that the speaker’s muteness is a consciously
chosen position.
Indeed, despite its oppressive qualities, at the close of the poem Akhmatova
turns her silence into a positive, and presents it as a choice: she can elect to
break it and summon death. This reverses the usual association of discourse
with life, silence with death. After all, she has already made it clear that this
silence is far worse than the silence of the dead. This reversal is an expression
of control over her situation, of spiritual freedom. Ultimately, silence is cast
as an eloquent indictment of the world in which the speaker ﬁnds herself, a
preferable alternative to spiritual betrayal, and like the Burnt Notebook, which
features frequently in Akhmatova’s late poetic system, it becomes a genre, a
mode of expression, in its own right.
The visible gaps and spaces in the elegy give its text a damaged, incomplete,
draft-like appearance, taking us back to Mandel'shtam’s contrast between the
rough draft and o¶cial version. Indeed, Akhmatova made this kind of analogy
herself when she once remarked to Nadezhda Mandel'shtam that they were
living in the pre-Gutenberg era. She shows a heightened awareness, born of
circumstance, of the various modes of a text’s existence in a culture in which
access to the printing press was frequently denied.
It seems signiﬁcant that Akhmatova pays most attention to the possibilities
a·orded by layout at the times when her work could not be published and
disseminated publicly. Her use of paratextual material and various graphic
means of expression allows her to give her manuscripts a certain physicality, or
materiality, that publication would usually provide. In ‘. . . A ia molchu’, she
makes a virtue of necessity: gaps and silences result from her situation but they
also comment upon that situation metapoetically, and the reader is prompted
to consider the issue of the text’s threatened and precarious mode of existence
in the world of experience. Akhmatova’s gruesome reference to her ‘Seventh’
in Poema underlines this theme:
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I so mnoq moy ‹Sed1may›
Polumertvay i nemay,
Rot ee sveden i otkrht,
Slovno rot tragiceskoj maski,
No on cernoj zamazan kraskoj
I suxoq zemlej nabit.
(i, 337)
The poem, personiﬁed here, is half-dead and dumb—its mouth is stopped
up, and its ability to communicate is impaired, if not destroyed. The fact that
Akhmatova writes poems about her elegy and that it generates other texts (she
also composed a ‘Liricheskoe otstuplenie Sed'moi elegii’, itself fragmentary and
full of ottochie) indicates that this text, and the very fact of its unﬁnishedness and
unﬁnishability, which these other texts emphasize, are of crucial importance to
an understanding of her later period.
In Akhmatova’s later period, when the text’s material existence is threatened,
space can take on an iconic function. The reader is literally compelled to try to
‘chitat' mezhdu strok’. Our attention is directed to the creative process itself,
rather than to the text as the ﬁnal product of a creative act. In the case of this
elegy, the rough draft has indeed proved to be the statute ensuring the text’s
preservation.
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